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Abstract—This paper presents an 80-MHz 12-bit cryogenic
low-power digital-to-analog converter (DAC) implemented in a
0.5-µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. The cryogenic DAC is capa-
ble of operating over an ultrawide temperature (UWT) ranging
from −180 ◦C to +120 ◦C and under the high-energy particle
radiation environment on the lunar surface. A bandgap voltage
reference for the UWT applications is designed using SiGe het-
erojunction bipolar transistors, and the current-steering DAC is
implemented using a segmented current source array. The design
considerations for both extreme temperature and radiation en-
vironments are discussed. The cryogenic and radiation-tolerant
DAC chip occupies a die area of 3.5 × 1.8 mm2 and consumes
only 39.6 mW from a 3.3-V supply voltage. The maximum DAC
sampling rate was measured at 80 MS/s at −180 ◦C using a 40-pin
dual in-line package.

Index Terms—Bandgap reference (BGR), digital-to-analog con-
verter (DAC), radiation tolerance, silicon germanium (SiGe),
ultrawide temperature (UWT).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of aerospace exploration, the
considerations for extreme environments have more

comprehensively been included into most designs related to
aerospace engineering. The extreme environments, such as
temperature, radiation, pressure, and vibration, will easily pre-
clude the use of conventional terrestrial engineering designs for
operation, actuation, and movement under ambient conditions.
Although the moon is relatively close to the earth and the
radiation level there is not too high, the extreme temperature
conditions on the lunar surface can still invalidate conventional
electronic components and systems for control, sensing, and
communication. This is problematic since the development of
modular, expandable, and reconfigurable human and robotics
systems for lunar missions clearly requires electronic compo-
nents and integrated packaged electronics modules, which can
robustly operate without external thermal control [1].
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Unmanned lunar missions necessitate the combination of
the mobility of a rover on the surface with sensing functions,
electronics, and actuators for control of the rover. Therefore,
the sensing and control modules on the rover, which are usually
advanced electronics systems, need not only sense and monitor
the performance of the rover to guarantee good operation of
the mechanical systems but also successfully accomplish the
tasks in scientific experiments and research [2]. Since remote
electronics are, in principle, distributed over the entire rover,
they cannot efficiently be located within conventional protective
“warm boxes.” Thus, in order to remove the bulky protective
“warm boxes,” newly designed electronics systems must ro-
bustly operate in extreme environments on the lunar surface,
in the ultrawide temperature (UWT) range from −180 ◦C to
+120 ◦C and radiation exposure environment.

To support NASA’s goals of robotic missions and manned
missions to the Moon before 2020, we have been develop-
ing and demonstrating extreme environment electronic com-
ponents, such as basic digital logic circuits, data converters,
voltage controlled oscillator, and other building blocks required
for lunar robotic systems with distributed architectures, using
commercial SiGe BiCMOS technology. SiGe BiCMOS is a
monolithic technology that inherently provides both novel bipo-
lar devices [SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs)]
and Si CMOS. Unlike conventional Si transistors, SiGe HBTs
are very well suited for operation in the lunar environment
[3], [4]. The addition of Ge allows tailoring of the device
bandgap, which can be used to optimize device behavior as
a function of temperature. SiGe BiCMOS offers unparalleled
low-temperature performance, wide temperature capability, and
optimal mixed-signal design flexibility at the monolithic level
by offering power-efficient high-speed SiGe HBTs and high-
density Si CMOS [3]–[6]. The effort of IC development for
extreme environment begins with evaluating SiGe BiCMOS
devices across temperature and verifying the performance and
reliability of circuit designs against system needs for UWT.
Circuits are designed and fabricated in commercially available
SiGe BiCMOS technology, tested, and then integrated into the
packaging technology developed for system prototype delivery.

The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is a crucial com-
ponent in modern mixed-signal systems. High-speed high-
accuracy DACs are increasingly demanded by many modern
communication systems [7]. However, current DACs cannot
properly operate when exposed to extreme temperature and
radiation environments due to the limits of the characteristics
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed cryogenic DAC.

of fabrication material, model accuracy in cryogenic conditions,
and design difficulty in the UWT range. Due to the limitations
on power, the electronics systems on the rover require low
power consumption to provide longer operation time. Thus,
there is a need for a specific DAC design that can solve
the issues previously discussed, such as extreme temperature
environments, radiation exposure conditions, and lower power.

This paper presents a lower power 12-bit current-steering
cryogenic DAC design that is capable of operating over the
UWT range and under radiation conditions on the lunar surface.
This DAC design uses commercial SiGe BiCMOS technology
to provide better performance under the cryogenic condition.

The organization of this paper is given as follows: In
Section II, the 12-bit DAC architectural and circuit design
for cryogenic applications is comprehensively discussed. The
discussion includes the circuit structure of building blocks;
circuit performance under cryogenic conditions; and design
tradeoffs among speed, static and dynamic accuracy, and power
consumption. In Section III, radiation effect is discussed to
accurately simulate aerospace extreme environments. The mea-
surement results of the DAC chip in the UWT range and
radiation environments will be given in Section IV. Section V
will present the final conclusions.

II. DAC ARCHITECTURE AND CIRCUIT DESIGN

A. Architectural Design

The current-steering DAC is the most common and almost
exclusive type of DAC for high-speed high-resolution appli-
cations when compared with other typical DAC architectures
[8]–[10]. This architecture provides a good balance between die
size, power consumption, accuracy, and dynamic performance.

This on-chip current-steering 12-bit DAC is implemented
by using a 6MSB + 4NSB + 2LSB segmented current-steering

architecture shown in Fig. 1, which includes a thermometer
decoder, current switch logic array, segmented current source
array, clock driver, and bandgap voltage reference.

The thermometer-coded DAC has advantages over its bi-
nary counterpart, such as low differential nonlinearity (DNL),
guaranteed monotonicity, and reduced glitch noise. For a
12-bit current-steering DAC, thermometer-coded segmentation
for significant bits can be applied to shrink the chip area and
reduce the currents through current switches [11], [12]. There
are two types of segmentation: full segmentation and partial
segmentation. Full segmentation can guarantee good dynamic
performance and monotonicity, and reduce glitches, because
every level in the DAC has a switch with a reference current
connected to this switch. However, full segmentation in high-
resolution converters is hard to implement due to worse jitter
or time skews at high frequency, larger die size, and increased
circuit complexity. For example, in a 12-bit fully segmented
DAC, there will be 212 − 1 = 4095 switches that have to be
addressed and switched at very accurate times. Partial seg-
mentation is implemented by combining some segmentation in
the most significant bits (MSBs) with a binary weighting for
the less significant bits, which can obtain good accuracy and
dynamic performance with an acceptable chip area and circuit
complexity. Therefore, for the 12-bit DAC design, there is a
tradeoff between the segmentation of the significant bits and the
effect on layout complexity, glitches, monotonicity, precision,
integral nonlinearity (INL), DNL, and speed [13], [14].

Tradeoffs also apply to segmentation, die area, and static INL
and DNL performances [11], [15]. Although the digital area is
very small without segmentation, extra die area is needed to
obtain the required accuracy and linearity. Similarly, when a
full segmentation is applied, the total area is still dramatically
large due to the exponential increase in digital circuitry. With
the determined performance specifications, there is an optimal
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range in die area for thermometer-coded segmentation. If we
define that the M MSBs are thermometer coded in one cluster,
the K LSBs are kept in binary coding, and the N − M − K in-
termediate bits are also thermometer coded in another separate
cluster for the 12-bit DAC, we can choose 6MSB + 4NSB +
2LSB within the optimal range to keep the best balance be-
tween minimizing the circuit area of thermometer decoders and
optimizing the DAC static and dynamic performances [15].

B. Unit Current Sources and Switches

The proposed 6MSB + 4NSB + 2LSB 12-bit current-
steering DAC is implemented as follows: The six MSBs of
the digital binary inputs are thermometer decoded to control
63 current sources, each having 16-NSB current weighting, and
four thermometer-decoded NSBs to control 15 current sources
with unit-NSB current weighting, whereas the remaining two
LSBs control two binary-weighted current sources. The output
currents of all current sources, which are switched on or off
according to the digital input codes, are summed and driven
into an external resistive load to generate the required analog
output voltage [16].

Since switches need to be turned on or off at the same time,
they should clearly be prevented from both being completely
off. Otherwise, the voltage potential at the output of the current
source will increase to the power supply voltage when both
branches are completely shut off, and then the output voltage
will return to normal low level when switches are turned
on again. In some cases, the current source transistors may
also get into the linear operation region and will then have
much worse output impedance. Furthermore, this big change in
output voltage will cause serious output glitches, which badly
affect the DAC dynamic performance, including the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), spurious free dynamic range (SFDR), and
effective number of bits (ENOB). To avoid this problem, we
need to ensure that the crossing point for the transfer curve
of the differential switch pair cannot simultaneously turn off
both transistors. For a p-type FET (PFET) switch pair, the
crossing point should be a low voltage to give enough overdrive
voltage to open the PFETs. Fig. 2 shows the schematic for
the basic current switches used in the DAC, which can realize
the required low-voltage crossing point. When CLK arrives, the
switch will be turned on or off according to the state of the
control signal, which comes from the preceding decoder and
will enable or disable the switch based on the digital inputs.
During operation, parallel inverters Inv2 and Inv3 simply add a
time delay on the order of a nanosecond between the differential
switch pair transfer curves. This delay can increase the switch
transition time and shift the transfer curve in one branch a little
bit off the original high-voltage crossing point to get the desired
level. It is also necessary for switching signals to be properly
matched to reduce the glitches. Meanwhile, we need to keep the
rise and fall behaviors of the switch signals as equal as possible
to improve the dynamic performance of the DAC.

To prevent the output signal of the converter from modulating
the division accuracy due to channel length modulation, a
cascade structure is applied for the current cell circuit. Fig. 3
shows the current source units for four different segmented bit

Fig. 2. Schematic of the basic current switch block.

Fig. 3. Current source units for different significant bit cells.

cells: MSB, NSB, LSB1, and LSB2. The current relationship
between them is

IMSB = 16INSB = 32ILSB1 = 64ILSB2 (1)

which corresponds to the segmentation of DAC. In addition, all
bit cells are composed of p-channel MOSFETs (PMOSFETs)
with the same size to minimize the process mismatch error
during fabrication. Precise design and simulation is necessary
to make all bit cells operate in the saturation region. Transistors
for the NSB current source are set to the basic-size device used
in the whole DAC current source array. For the MSB current
source, the required 16-times NSB current can be obtained by
paralleling 16 unit-size transistors. Due to the channel length
modulation, the LSB1 and LSB2 current sources, which are
constructed by putting the same basic-size transistors in series,
might slightly be smaller than the expected value. Accurate
PMOS device size must be obtained through precise postlayout
simulation.

For this DAC design, we use PMOSFETs as current sources
to achieve high accuracy at the cost of more area. Com-
pared with n-channel MOS (NMOS) devices, PMOSFETs have
smaller 1/f noise and do not need additional output pull-up
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resistors, which provide convenience and compatibility when
cascaded with the following circuits. At the same time, the
n-well of the PMOSFETs can effectively eliminate the crosstalk
transmitted by the substrate and other noises.

As shown in the DAC architecture for the LSB1 and LSB2
current switch cells, since the LSB D0 and D1 input signals are
not converted into the thermometer code, there is an apparent
delay difference compared with other significant bits. This
delay difference will make the MSB and LSB switches asyn-
chronously switched on at high frequency, which consequently
causes worse DNL and INL, as well as larger output current
error. Therefore, one LSB dummy decoder composing of an
even number of inverters is used to remove this effect.

In the current-steering DAC, the impedance Zimp seen in the
drain of the switch transistors of each current cell has to be
made large enough, so its impact on the INL specification of
the DAC can be tolerated [17]. However, Zimp is frequency
dependent. The impedance that is required to obtain a certain
resolution is approximately equal to

Zimp =
NRL

4Q
(2)

where RL is the load resistance, N represents the total number
of unit current sources, and Q is the ratio between the signal
and the second harmonics. To obtain 12-bit output resolution,
Zimp has to be about 750 kΩ. When the frequency goes above
80 MHz, cascode current sources are needed to meet the
requirement of Zimp.

To minimize the systematic error introduced by the volt-
age drop in the ground lines of the current-source transistors
and take account of the increased device current at cryogenic
temperature, metal lines widths were chosen based on precise
simulation. The maximum delay of the metal wire on chip is
approximately 75 ps, and the clock tree is carefully built to
ensure an acceptable clock skew.

C. UWT BGR

For a current-steering converter, the static and dynamic char-
acteristics of the DAC such as DNL, INL, SNR, SFDR, and
ENOB are very sensitive to the accuracy and stability of the on-
chip current reference. Therefore, it is rather critical to design a
stable and temperature-independent bandgap reference (BGR)
that is capable of operating over the UWT range from −180 ◦C
to +120 ◦C.

The BGR circuit for UWT application is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The design utilizes the SiGe HBT transistors to generate the
temperature-independent voltage sources. For BJT Q1 and Q2,

VR3 = I3R3 = VBE1 − VBE2. (3)

Meanwhile,

VBE1 = VT ln
(

I1

Is1

)
(4)

VBE2 = VT ln
(

I3

Is2

)
(5)

Fig. 4. Schematic of the UWT bandgap voltage reference.

where VT = kT/q. Thus,

VR3 = I3R3 = VT ln
(

I1Is2

I3Is1

)
. (6)

If λ is the number of transistors Q2 in parallel, the current in
R3 is given by

I3 =
VT

R3
ln

(
λ

I1

I3

)
. (7)

Thus, the collector current for Q2 is given by

IC2 =
β

β + 1
I3 =

β

β + 1
VT

R3
ln

(
λ

I1

I3

)
. (8)

Finally, the BGR voltage at node VBGP can be found as

VBGP =VBE3 + I2R2

=VBE3 + R2(IB3 + IC2 + IR4)

=R2IB3 + VBE3

(
1 +

R2

R4

)

+ VT
β

β + 1
R2

R3
ln

(
λ

I1

I3

)
. (9)

As shown in Fig. 4, when using the BGR output to generate
a temperature-independent current, a compensating resistor
needs to be placed between the bandgap output and the base
of the load transistor to compensate the base current drawn
by Q3. This compensation scheme fine-tunes the temperature
coefficient of the BGR. Thus,

VREF = VBGP − Vcomp

= VBE3

(
1 +

R2

R4

)
+ VT

β

β + 1
R2

R3
ln

(
λ

I1

I3

)
. (10)

Utilizing the positive temperature coefficient of VT and the
negative temperature dependence of VBE [18], a constant and
accurate voltage source over the UWT range can be generated.
Furthermore, by changing the ratios of R2/R4 and R2/R3,
we can adjust the coefficients of the negative and positive
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Fig. 5. Simulated NMOS threshold voltage versus temperature.

temperature terms, respectively, to accomplish the temperature
independence for output current or output voltage.

D. Design Considerations for Extreme Environments

At low temperatures, the device characteristics for
MOSFETs will differ from those in room temperature.
As a result, circuit designs must consider device performance
at low temperatures.
1) Current–Voltage Characteristics: When the temperature

decreases, the channel conductance of MOSFETs increases
[19]. In addition, this increase is quite symmetrical, and this
means that the design parameters with which the proposed
circuit can properly work in room temperature can also be
maintained under low-temperature condition. Therefore, for
some digital blocks in the DAC, the design for low-temperature
applications can be quite straightforward, just keeping all aspect
ratios the same as those in the room temperature design.
2) Threshold Voltage VTH: The threshold voltage for

MOSFETs can be approximately modeled by [3], [5]

VTH = VFB + 2φF +
√

2q · NA · εSi · (2φF + VBB)/Cox

(11)

where NA is the acceptor concentration of the well, VFB is
the flat-band voltage, εSi is the dielectric constant of silicon,
VBB is the bulk back bias voltage, Cox is the capacitance of
the gate oxide, and φF is the voltage difference between Fermi
potential EF and intrinsic Fermi potential EFi. For φF in
n-channel MOSFETs (NMOSFETs)

φF = kT ln(ND/ni) (12)

where ND is the n-type doping density. Thus, with the decrease
of temperature, φF will be increased. This effect will give
rise to an increased VTH when temperature decreases, which
also occurs for PMOSFETs. Fig. 5 gives the threshold voltage
for NMOSFETs versus temperature for different gate oxide
thicknesses.

However, the threshold variation for both transistors is also
exactly symmetrical, which means that the thresholds that work
well at room temperature will still maintain some of the CMOS

Fig. 6. Simulated density of ionized electrons versus temperature.

digital logic circuit’s performance, such as symmetry in rise and
fall times and fan-in/fan-out ability [20]. However, higher volt-
age will be required to keep the device on and maintain the same
overdrive capability when compared with room temperature.
Extremely low voltage applications at low temperature may
significantly be limited by this effect. Careful and complete
simulations are needed to ensure the proper operation status at
low temperatures.
3) Mobility and Operating Speed: At very low tempera-

tures, freeze-out will result in a decrease in the number of free
carriers, as shown in Fig. 6. However, this is compensated by
an increase in the mobility of the major carriers. As a result
of increased mobility, the working speed of circuits at low
temperatures can reach higher frequency.

III. RADIATION TOLERANCE

Due to the lack of atmosphere on the moon, the semiconduc-
tor devices working on the lunar surface need to sustain high-
energy radiation, as well as extreme-temperature environments.
High-energy radiation will dramatically impair the performance
of devices and even cause destruction of the devices [21].
The damage suffered by microelectronics mainly comes from
three different sources: 1) total dose effect; 2) displacement
damage; and 3) single-event effects. For the proposed DAC, the
cumulative effects, mainly the total dose effect, will be studied
since they are more related to the factors that usually limit the
operational lifetime and give rise to the malfunction of the DAC
than the transient device performance caused by single-event
effects.

The total dose effect will cause most significant damage
and performance degradation to the DAC. When an energetic
particle such as a proton is passing through an electronic device,
it may be trapped and accumulated inside the device, which
may dramatically affect device characteristics such as threshold
and leakage current, and finally cause the malfunction of the
DAC. At the same time, these energetic particles knock silicon
atoms out of their proper crystal lattice locations, creating
defects in the crystal structure, which appear as wells in the
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Fig. 7. Forty-pin DIP of the DAC chip.

electrical potential. Those wells trap conduction electrons, in-
creasing the resistance and changing the threshold voltage of
the device. This problem is especially important for current-
steering DAC, where the output currents are summed up from
the precise unit current sources. The radiation causes significant
inaccuracy in the unit currents, which inevitably leads to the
degradation of the DAC static performance, such as INL and
DNL, and its dynamic performance, such as SFDR and ENOB.
One possible radiation-tolerant design technique that is suitable
for DAC design is to use large W/L transistors. By providing
larger switch current, large W/L transistors can overcome the
threshold shift and gate oxide capacitance increase caused by
radiation trapped holes. Meanwhile, they reduce not only the
possibility of device invalidation but also the cumulative change
in device characteristics due to total dose effect. Usually,
switching transistors with minimum size are chosen to achieve
the fastest switching speed with minimum power consumption
and to reduce the effect of clock feed-through (CFT). For
the cryogenic DAC design, medium-size NMOS with W/L =
10/1 µm and three paralleled PMOSs with W/L = 10/1 µm
are chosen. Moreover, switching transistors with larger size
were used for MSB cells in order to lower the voltage across
the transistors, which leads to some penalty of increased CFT
due to increased gate capacitance.

In order to verify the radiation tolerance of the proposed
DAC, different total high-energy proton doses, i.e., 30, 100, and
300 krad(Si), were used to mimic the radiation environments on
the lunar surface. In order to mimic the worst-case radiation, the
63.3-MeV protons were directed perpendicular to the bare dies
of the DAC with a 7.71-p/cm2/s rate. No package was used as
a protection in the experiment. The measurement results and
discussions are presented next in Section IV.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULT

The proposed cryogenic DAC has been implemented in a
0.5-µm SiGe BiCMOS technology. The package and micro-
graph photo of the DAC chip are given in Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. The size of the DAC chip is 3.5 × 1.8 mm2, including
pads. In the layout of the DAC, the current source array and the
switches are placed in separate arrays to avoid coupling from
the digital signals to the current sources. For aerospace appli-
cations, some special layout techniques should be taken into
consideration during the whole layout process. To reduce the
radiation effect, dummy transistors and duplicate cells are re-
quired to provide radiation protection for crucial circuit blocks.
With the large W/L transistors and the protection cells, the area
for crucial circuit blocks is enlarged, so that the capability of
resisting the radiation effects is improved. Guard rings are also

Fig. 8. Micrograph of the 12-bit cryogenic BiCMOS DAC.

Fig. 9. Measured DAC differential output waveform without deglitch filter for
fout = 121 kHz and fclock = 25 MHz at −180 ◦C.

used to provide good isolation for the DAC current source array
to reduce total dose effect. For increased transconductance and
freeze-out effect at very low temperatures, the interconnection
metals with larger width should be used to provide margin for
larger current conduction such that a sudden current increase
will not damage the interconnection wires and invalidate DAC
operation.

To test the cryogenic DAC, an air-proof chamber with electri-
cal heating and liquid nitrogen cooling is used. The temperature
inside the chamber can be controlled from −180 ◦C to +120 ◦C.
The inputs and outputs of the DAC chip placed into the chamber
are connected to a test board outside of the chamber using
sub-miniature version A cables. The test board outside of the
chamber contains a field-programmable gate array chip for
DAC input generation. This test setup guarantees the integrity
of input test signals and avoids the damage of the supporting
electronic components against the wide temperature variations
[22]–[24].

A. Measurements Before Radiation

Fig. 9 gives the measured DAC sinusoidal output waveforms
at 121-kHz output frequency with the 25-MHz input sampling
clock frequency at a temperature of −180 ◦C. Fig. 10 shows
the measured sinusoid waveform at 625-kHz output frequency
with an 80-MHz input sampling clock frequency at room
temperature.
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Fig. 10. Measured DAC differential output waveform without deglitch filter
for fout = 625 kHz and fclock = 80 MHz at room temperature.

Fig. 11. Measured DAC output spectrum without deglitch filter for fout =
121 kHz and clock = 25 MHz at −180 ◦C.

The SFDR at the 121-kHz output frequency with 25-MHz
clock at the temperature of −180 ◦C is about 54 dBc, as shown
in Fig. 11. The spectrum results are measured with only a
single-ended output and without a deglitch low-pass filter. The
total power consumption at 25 MHz with 3.3-V power supply
voltage is 39.6 mW at −180 ◦C. Fig. 12 shows the measured
DAC full-scale output current over the UWT range. The current
output at −180 ◦C is 5.25 mA, and the standard output current
is 5.12 mA at 25 ◦C. Thus, the effective temperature coefficient
for the DAC is 97.7 ppm/◦C.

Fig. 13 gives the measured 121-kHz output sinusoid wave-
form with 300-krad(Si) proton radiation dose at the temperature
of −180 ◦C. Fig. 14 also shows the measured 625-kHz output
sinusoid waveform with 300-krad(Si) proton radiation dose
at room temperature in the same test condition as previously
discussed.

B. Measurements After Radiation

With a 300-krad(Si) proton radiation dose, the SFDR at
the 121-kHz output frequency with 25-MHz clock at the tem-
perature of −180 ◦C is about 52 dBc, as shown in Fig. 15.
Although there is a slight degradation in the DAC’s SFDR

Fig. 12. Measured DAC full-scale output current over the UWT range.

Fig. 13. Measured DAC differential output waveform with 300-krad(Si)
proton radiation dose for fout = 121 kHz and fclock = 25 MHz at −180 ◦C.

Fig. 14. Measured DAC differential output waveform with 300-krad(Si)
proton radiation dose for fout = 625 kHz and fclock = 80 MHz at room
temperature.

performance, which comes from the inaccuracy of unit cur-
rent sources caused by total dose effect, the DAC still shows
good radiation tolerance and robustness to properly operate in
extreme environments. Compared to the commercial DAC
given in [25], the DAC presented in this paper shows much
better performance in extreme-temperature environments and is
more appropriate for aerospace extreme environment applica-
tions. The total power consumption with a 3.3-V power supply
voltage for different temperatures, operating frequencies, and
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Fig. 15. Measured DAC output spectrum with 300-krad(Si) radiation dose for
fout = 121 kHz and fclock = 25 MHz at −180 ◦C.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MEASURED DAC POWER CONSUMPTION

total radiation doses is listed in Table I. The power consumption
at −180 ◦C is larger than that at +120 ◦C, and both are larger
than that at room temperature, which results from the increased
unit current at extreme-temperature conditions corresponding
to the results shown in Fig. 12. At the same time, the power
consumption of the DAC becomes larger with the increase of
total radiation dose and the operating frequency. When the
DAC works at higher sampling frequencies, the digital circuits
are more rapidly switched, which gives rise to larger dynamic
power consumption. As for radiation effects, with the increase
of total dose, more holes trapped in the oxide induce a threshold
voltage shift for PMOS transistors. The additional interface
state will degrade both the transconductance and the subthresh-
old slope, inducing a further threshold shift. The threshold
shift and the variation of subthreshold slope will increase the
OFF-state leakage current and, consequently, the power con-
sumption of the device. Therefore, the total power consumption
will gradually become larger for large total radiation doses
when compared with smaller dose cases. Despite being affected
by total dose effect, the proposed DAC with design consid-

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MEASURED DAC PERFORMANCE

erations for extreme environments still demonstrates a good
radiation-tolerant performance.

Measurement results have indicated that the proposed cryo-
genic DAC is capable of operating over the complete range
from −180 ◦C to +120 ◦C. At the same time, good radiation
tolerance and robustness of the proposed DAC have also been
verified by the postradiation measurements. Therefore, practi-
cal applications of this DAC for lunar aerospace exploration
are possible. The cryogenic chip was packaged in a 40-pin
dual in-line package. Higher operation frequency and better
performance could be achieved if a plastic quad flat package
with shorter leads had been used. Table II gives a summary of
the cryogenic DAC performance.

With verified performance under aerospace extreme environ-
ments, the proposed cryogenic radiation-tolerant DAC can be
used for resistance sensor system in aerospace industry to ac-
complish scientific exploration task on lunar surface. Through
a Wheatstone bridge, an analog-to digital converter, and other
auxiliary circuits, the target resistance value can automatically
be obtained by the sensor in a 12-bit digital code. These
codes will be sent into a logic block to make digital signal
processing. By converting the digital output from the logic
block, the DAC provides the bridge with a feedback control
signal, which will adjust the bias current and consequently set
up different measurement gears for the sensor. The resistance
sensor can be applied to measure the temperature characteristics
for electronic devices used in aerospace extreme environments.
In addition, the DAC can also be widely used in other industrial
fields, which need to work under aerospace extreme environ-
ments, such as space remote control, satellite communication,
and further aerospace exploration.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an 80-MHz 12-bit DAC was implemented in
0.5-µm SiGe BiCMOS technology for aerospace extreme en-
vironment applications. The measurement results showed that
the proposed DAC is capable of operating over the ultrawide
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temperature range from the −180 ◦C to +120 ◦C. Meanwhile,
for the aerospace radiation environment, the DAC also shows
good radiation tolerance and robustness, which has been veri-
fied by the measurement results of three different dose cases.
In order to achieve temperature independence, a BGR was
designed to provide different segmented current source cells
with stable and accurate current over the UWT range. Design
considerations for both extreme temperature and aerospace
radiation environments have also been discussed. The chip die
area is 3.5 × 1.8 mm2, and the total power consumption with a
3.3-V power supply is only 39.6 mW at −180 ◦C and 25-MHz
sampling frequency.
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